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Tape Reading Insights, Tips & Tricks In Today’s Electronic Market
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…sceeto | Genesis of Order Book Swept
•

Wrote this for a friend who asked the simple question:
– How do I get into a straight up or down trading day?

•
•

They were continually stumped and on the sidelines during strong trend days.
They sat on their hands waiting for a pullback to enter and watched the market get
away from them as the Trading Bots drove the market straight up or down.
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…sceeto | Why Order Book Swept Rocks…
• Meets the Lazy Day Trader’s Gold Standard:
– Predicated on changes in Supply & Demand
• Not likely to degrade over time because the laws of Supply & Demand will
never go away
• Has ‘oomph’ behind it  You are hitching your trading wagon onto the
substantive trading bots that are driving the market

– Software algorithms and computer processing cycles do the heavy
lifting
– Entry logic uses Stops & Range Bars allowing for extreme entry
precision
– Occurs frequently
– Early morning bias

…sceeto | Why Order Book Swept Rocks
• Very 'tape' centric setup
• Leverages:
– Law of Order Flow #2 | Changes in Order Flow Precede
Changes in Price.
– Law of Order Flow #4 | No two order flows are the same

• Hunts divergences between equity and futures
tape
– Not that same as classic S&P 500 Cash vs. ES
Futures arbitrage [Critical Distinction]

…sceeto | What is Order Book Swept?
1. Strong directional bias of equity based trading bots
2. Quick counter-trend execution of ES futures contracts
3. Resumption of ES execution in directional alignment with
equity based trading bots
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Need specific algos tuned to measure & compare
both ‘Equity Tape’ & ‘Futures Tape’

…sceeto | Algos Needed
1. WIND | Measures Trading Bot Alignment Across Multiple
Equity Exchanges
–
–
–

NYSE
AMEX
NASDAQ

2. MacDaddy | Measures Electronic Futures’ Order Flow
Momentum
–

CME | Globex Servers

Comparison between Equity Tape and Futures Tape offers you real-time insight
into distinct Order Flow divergences that setup quick trades.

…sceeto | WIND = Alignment of trading bots across
thousands of equity markets

Bots are Buyers

Bots are not harmonious

Bots are Sellers
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ES Order Flow
Reverts to Buying

Momentary Sell
Surge in ES Order
Flow

Equity Bots are
Buyers

This sweeps out the
Order Book
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Equity Bots continue
to Buy

What happens to
Price?

…sceeto | What unique information is available to you that can enable you
to successfully trade economic announcements?
• The bulk of trading in electronic markets is done by a small number of large
firms.
• Each of these firms creates its own proprietary economic models.
• Though each of these firms do their analysis independently, their results
are similar.
• Each of these firms uses the output of these economic models to trade
economic announcements via pre-programmed trading bots.
• These bots leave their footprints on ‘The Tape’.
• The Tape is inescapable.

…sceeto 2.0 – Electronic Market Stats*.
“Back in 2006, 40% of all orders were entered by algo traders at the London Stock
Exchange, rising to 60% in 2007 and now estimates believe that around 80% of trading
is.” Wikipedia
“By 2010 high-frequency trading accounted for over 70% of equity trades in the US and
was rapidly growing in popularity in Europe and Asia.” Wikipedia
“After quietly growing to account for about 60 percent of the seven billion shares that
change hands daily on United States stock markets” New York Times
“300 securities firms and hedge funds that specialize in this type of trading (HFT) took in
roughly US$21 billion in profits in 2008” Larry Tabb – CEO of Tabb Group (Member of
CFTC Subcommittee of Automated and High Frequency Trading ).

Now, more than ever, it is critical to read the tape.
* Best efforts were used to collect these statistics.

…sceeto WIND

Know whether the BOTS
are in alignment across all
of the equity markets.

…sceeto | MacDaddy & WIND – The nuances
• WIND – Strictly equity tape (multiple exchanges)
• MacDaddy – Strictly futures tape (GLOBEX only)
• Used together offers classic tape reading
opportunities
–
–
–
–

Cross-market information
Understanding directional intent
Real-time monitoring of explosions of activity
Clear patterns of Supply & Demand imbalance

Comparison between Equity Tape and Futures Tape offers you real-time insight into distinct
Order Flow divergences that setup quick trades at the time of economic announcements:

…sceeto | Why Order Book Swept Rocks
• Very 'tape' centric setup
• Leverages:

Comparison between Equity Tape and
Futures Tape offers you real-time
insight into distinct Order Flow
divergences that setup quick trade
resolutions.

– Law of Order Flow #2
– Law of Order Flow #4 | No two order flows are the same
– Information gleaned from both individual equity markets
and S&P 500 e-Mini.

• OBS is not readily translatable to Crude\Gold\DAX
– Will be working on one for Russell, DAX, Dow

•

No time or commitment

• Futures markets

